We study the realization of anyon-permuting symmetries of topological phases on the lattice using tensor networks. Working on the virtual level of a projected entangled pair state, we find matrix product operators (MPOs) that realize all unitary topological symmetries for the toric and color codes. These operators act as domain walls that enact the symmetry transformation on anyons as they cross. By considering open boundary conditions for these domain wall MPOs, we show how to introduce symmetry twists and defect lines into the state.
The low energy states of strongly interacting spin models can exhibit complex and exotic physics. A particularly interesting class of models are those that are topologically ordered 1-3 . The ground spaces of these models are promising candidates for robust storage of quantum information [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
If quantum information is encoded in the degenerate ground space of topologically ordered systems, the action of anyon-permuting symmetries (APS) can be used to apply logical transformations 4 . These symmetries map among quasi-particle excitations without changing the topological phase. Large classes of symmetry actions give the potential for fault-tolerant logic manipulation, a prerequisite for effective quantum computation. Additionally, the introduction of symmetry defects can increase the functionality of the code for quantum computation 9 . It is therefore important to understand the interplay of symmetry and topological order in such spin models [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Recently, a connection has been made between faulttolerant logical gates, locality-preserving symmetries and anyon-permuting domain walls. In particular, an equivalence was established between such logical gates and domain walls for topological stabilizer codes [17] [18] [19] [20] .
In this paper, we take this connection as our starting point and investigate realizations of such domain walls in two-dimensional topologically ordered models using projected entangled pair states (PEPS) and matrix product operators (MPOs) [21] [22] [23] [24] . These tools allow the efficient representation of ground states of topologically ordered models [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , and provide a useful framework for the construction of domain walls.
By working with two important examples, the toric and color codes, we show how to construct the domain walls corresponding to all APS and investigate their properties. In particular, we do this without modifying the underlying PEPS description of the state. We are further able to construct states containing APS defects [12] [13] [14] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . These defects enrich the properties of the underlying topological model. In particular, they may allow more exotic fusion and braiding than the original anyons 12, 13, 30 , which can lead to increased computational power within a model of topological quantum computing. The defects can also be used to introduce additional encoded qubits, increasing the storage capacity of a code 9 . Although our discussion centers around two exactly solvable spin systems, the framework we are advocating should be far more general. PEPS make it straightforward to move away from simple fixed point models (models with zero correlation length). On the physical lattice, one expects the string operators associated to the anyons to 'spread out' into wider ribbons 35, 36 , which makes the local action of the APS operators much more complicated, whilst on the virtual level of the PEPS these anyon string operators remain fully localized 29 . This paper is organized as follows: In Section I we review some ideas important to this work, and introduce some notation for the remainder of the paper. In Section II we introduce the toric code, including the anyonpermuting symmetries. We then introduce a PEPS for the ground states of this model and discuss the realization of an anyon-permuting domain wall on this PEPS. Finally, we show how to introduce APS defects carrying a definite generalized charge, and discuss fusion and parent Hamiltonians of such defects. In Section III we discuss the color code, a topological model with far richer symmetries than the toric code. We construct all domain walls of this topological phase, and the corresponding defects. In Section IV we summarize the results and discuss possible extensions. For completeness, we include stabilizers for topological states with symmetry twists in Appendix A, and construct the domain wall MPOs for the Z N generalizations of the toric code in Appendix B.
per. Following this, we discuss how local symmetries can be realized in PEPS for systems without topological order. This motivates our realization of APS domain walls using matrix product operators. We then describe topologically ordered PEPS, which form the basis of the remainder of the paper.
A. Topological order and anyon-permuting symmetries
For our purposes, an intrinsic topological phase is defined by a set of anyon labels {a i } and their braiding and fusion rules. These quasi-particles are a generalization of bosons and fermions, and can exhibit more complex braid relations. These relations are captured by the T and S matrices of the theory
where d a is the quantum dimension of anyon a and D = a d 2 a is the total quantum dimension. These matrices define the self-and mutual-braid relations of the particles respectively 11 , and implicitly define the fusion rules.
We consider symmetries of the topological phase corresponding to a permutation of the anyon labels that preserves these braiding relations 12, [14] [15] [16] 18, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . We call this an anyon-permuting symmetry (APS). As a consequence, the fusion rules are also preserved. In particular, this means the vacuum must be invariant under any APS.
An anyon model can arise as the low energy spectrum of a gapped many-body spin model. On the microscopic spin model, the APS may be realized via some complicated operator. The essential features, however, are captured by the action on the emergent quasi-particles 37 . In general, the action of an APS has no locality constraints, however it is natural to assume they will respect the underlying locality of the model. This means that the action of the symmetry should map local operators to local operators. The most simple example is a transversal (on-site) action, but more generally the APS may be realized as finite depth quantum circuits and spatial transformations such as translations.
Domain walls
When a locality preserving APS acts on some region R of the lattice, it must act trivially far away from the boundary of R. This is because, from the point of view of any operator within R with support far from the boundary, the symmetry has been applied to the entire system. If the state to which the symmetry was applied was a ground state, far from the boundary the state still looks locally like a ground state. Conversely, if there was an anyon of type a i within the region R, it is transformed ai a P (i) SP FIG. 1. Domain walls SP induce a permutation P on the set of anyons {ai} when they cross. To ensure the topological phase is the same on both sides of the wall, only permutations that preserve the matrices S and T of Eqn. 1 are allowed.
to an anyon of type a P (i) , where P is some permutation. The symmetry operator can then be identified with a transparent domain wall in the vicinity of the boundary 18 of R. Anyons are transformed when they cross such a domain wall as shown in Fig. 1 .
Topological order and fault-tolerant quantum computation
Topologically ordered models are of great interest in quantum information theory. Logical information can be encoded in the degenerate ground space of the model 4-8 , and is protected from local noise processes by the topological properties of the model. A logical gate is any transformation that maps among the allowed logical states. In the case of a topological code this is any transformation that preserves the ground space. Since any APS preserves the ground space of a topologically ordered spin model, the action of such symmetries can be used to enact logical operations. Locality preserving APS are particularly interesting from a quantum information perspective. This kind of locality preservation means that the action does not spread errors in the code to the point where encoded information is corrupted, and is referred to as a fault-tolerant logical gate 6, 7 . A key question in quantum information is how to identify sets of fault-tolerant logic gates for a given quantum error correcting code [38] [39] [40] [41] . The identification of anyon-permuting domain walls attempts to address this question for topological codes 18, 19 .
B. Projected entangled pair states
In this section we review some of the key properties of PEPS representations of symmetric states, and some aspects of topologically ordered PEPS. For simplicity, we will assume translation invariance, although this is not crucial.
A PEPS representation of a state is described using a set of tensors A, which we represent as
where the greek indices are referred to as virtual, and the roman index is 'physical'. A PEPS corresponds to a network of these tensors
where a line joined to a pair of tensors indicates contraction of indices, and some choice of boundary conditions should be chosen. For a review of tensor network notation and PEPS, we refer the reader to Ref. [24] . A tensor may have more than one physical index attached to it, and we will usually neglect drawing these to simplify the diagrams. Frequently, we will also suppress drawing the tensors themselves. They will be implied at the intersection of indices. The notation for the above state will therefore be
We now review the inclusion of local, physical symmetries in PEPS without intrinsic topological order, and the inclusion of topological order via a virtual symmetry. In Section II, we show how these two properties can be combined.
Local symmetries in PEPS
Consider, for the moment, the class of PEPS describing ground states of systems with no topological order, and no spontaneous breaking of the symmetry. Within this class of PEPS, the action of a transversal symmetry on a region R can be realized by an MPO domain wall acting on the virtual bonds around the edge
where the MPO tensors occur at the intersection of a red and black line. The four-index MPO tensors have two (black) indices acting on the virtual bonds of the PEPS, and two (red) 'virtual' indices. These virtual indices are contracted to give the operator. The MPOs are labelled by a group element g, and the collection of MPOs forms a representation of the symmetry group, so
The MPO can be pulled through the PEPS, leaving behind the physical symmetry action
thereby allowing the symmetry transformed domain to be enlarged. In this way, we can propagate the domain wall across the lattice, at the expense of a physical action. This 'pulling through' condition ensures the domain wall/symmetry correspondence holds on all regions. This framework of virtual MPO representations allows for all symmetry protected topological phases with onsite symmetry action to be realized in PEPS 42 . As discussed in Section I B 2, a similar framework allows for the construction of PEPS with intrinsic topological order but no symmetry. The aim of this paper is to combine these two properties in familiar PEPS states, without altering the underlying topologically ordered state.
Topologically ordered PEPS
In this section, we briefly review a class of PEPS supporting intrinsic topological order. We restrict our discussion to G-injective PEPS, which describe the ground states of quantum double models 25 . Unlike the PEPS discussed in Section I B 1, a Ginjective PEPS does not necessarily have any physical symmetry, but does support a virtual symmetry
For PEPS with nontrivial correlation length (i.e. away from renormalization group fixed points) Eqn. 8 may only hold on renormalized tensors obtained by contracting patches of the original PEPS tensors together. This is not a gauge transformation as it holds at the single tensor level rather than u and u † being applied to adjacent tensors. This condition is encoding a version of Gauss' law for the topological charges (anyons) 43 . The PEPS is said to be injective if the tensor realizes an injective map from the virtual to physical indices. A PEPS with a virtual symmetry cannot be injective (if the representation u g is not the trivial representation), but can be G-injective, meaning the map is injective on the G-invariant subspace.
Anyons can be represented on the virtual level of the PEPS 25, 44, 45 . Magnetic particles, labelled by a conjugacy class containing g, can be inserted into the PEPS by inserting open strings of u g on the virtual level . The bulk of these strings can be deformed using Eqn. 8, but the end points are pinned in place and can therefore be measured. Electric (e) charges, labelled by an irreducible representation χ, can also be included. For simplicity, assume that G is abelian. An e particle can then be inserted using an operator X χ on the virtual level such that X χ u g = χ(g)u g X χ , which ensures the correct braiding relations. We remark that the insertion of an electric particle is not associated to a string. One can therefore define a state with a single e, but there is no physical operator that can construct such a state. We will describe this for the special case G = Z 2 in Section II.
II. ANYON-PERMUTING SYMMETRIES OF THE TORIC CODE
In this section, we find an MPO that realizes the Z 2 APS of the simplest topological phase, the toric code 5 . This model describes a phase with a topological order known as the Z 2 quantum double. We will first introduce the model and a PEPS realizing this topological order.
The topological phase is defined by four anyons, conventionally labelled {1, e, m, em}. The fusion rules are a × a = 1 for all anyons and e × m = em. The only nontrivial element of the T matrix is T em = −1, whilst all nontrivial S matrix elements are obtained from S e,m = −1/2. The only APS is a Z 2 symmetry defined by the action D(e) = m and D(e) = m. Note that this APS is distinct from the Z 2 symmetry defining the phase, which preserves the charge mod 2.
A. Topological PEPS
To construct the minimal square lattice PEPS realizing the Z 2 quantum double topological order, we consider Eqn. 8 with u g = Z, the qubit Pauli Z operator. To construct a Z 2 -injective PEPS with this symmetry, we must ensure the dimension of the PEPS tensor in Eqn. 8 is at least 2 4 /2, since there are four virtual bonds each with dimension 2 and half of the virtual space is symmetric (the even-parity subspace). It is therefore convenient to construct a PEPS tensor for each shaded plaquette in Fig. 2 , so that there are four physical qubits per tensor.
Due to the topological order, the tensor must have a local, virtual Z 2 symmetry
and must be an injective map (on the Z 2 -invariant subspace) from virtual to physical indices 25 . It is straightforward to check that a PEPS with nonzero elements
has this symmetry. Here, we place a physical spin on each horizontal/vertical edge, diagonal edges correspond to the virtual indices, and all additions are taken modulo 2.
Anyons can be represented directly on the virtual bonds of the PEPS. As discussed in Section I B, a state with a pair of m particles is created by
where the path of the string is arbitrary since the virtual symmetry Eqn. 9 can be used to move it. A state with two e anyons is created by
where the X operators are only placed at the end points of the string, corresponding to the location of the excitations. Unlike the m type anyons, there is no string associated to the e particles on the virtual level of the PEPS. In this sense, the e anyons are 'localized' since the presence of an X operator signals the location of a particle. On the other hand, a Z does not signal the location of an m since strings of Z operators can be fluctuated through the PEPS using Eqn. 9. It is therefore possible to define a single e particle, by inserting a single X operator, although there is no operation on the physical bonds that creates such a state. Conversely, no state with a single m excitation can be defined.
B. Anyon-permuting symmetry
The only APS of this model is the transformation e ↔ m. On the virtual level, this can be implemented by an operator that transforms pairs of X operators to strings of Zs. We recognize this transformation as the Ising duality map D
performs the desired action. On a line, this can be implemented by the circuit
where H is the Hadamard operator and is the controlled-X operator.
Since domain walls act around closed paths, corresponding to the boundary of a domain of symmetry action, it is important to define a periodic version of this circuit. This can be done by noting that the circuit D is realized by the MPO
whereH = √ 2H, and
The virtual indices of this MPO can be connected to produce a periodic operator that will be referred to as D. The translationally invariant domain wall MPO is defined by
where the arrow indicates that in Eqn. 14 we made a choice Z j → X j X j+1 rather than Z j → X j−1 X j . Since this MPO tensor is injective (as a map from virtual to physical indices), the tensor is unique up to gauge transformations 46 . One such gauge transformation is the choice to blockH on the right, rather than the left, of the tensor in Eqn. 16.
On periodic boundaries, this operator ceases to be unitary, but remains an isometry up to a rescaling of 1/ √ 2. This can be seen by noting that
where
and u is a unitary gauge transformation. The notation here identifies left (right) virtual indices to row (column) indices of the matrix and up (down) physical indices (black) correspond to operator indices of matrix entries. The matrix u is unitary, so on periodic MPOs, these cancel with u † from the neighboring tensor. The offdiagonal elements of F do not contribute on periodic MPOs since the trace (with respect to the virtual indices) is taken. The MPO on N sites is therefore 1 ⊗N + Z ⊗N , corresponding to (twice) the projector onto the even parity subspace. On this subspace, which corresponds to the support of the PEPS, D is unitary. We remark that the wall defined by D † permutes the set of anyons in the same way as D, so corresponds to the same topological symmetry action.
By using the representation of anyons on the PEPS, along with the Z 2 APS, we have constructed an explicit MPO realizing the APS. For the remainder of this section we describe the properties of this domain wall MPO, including how to terminate open walls to create APS twists with definite generalized topological charge.
Algebra of domain walls
It is important to understand the algebra of the domain walls so that the action of multiple walls can be computed. As an example, we will study the effect of applying the APS operator to disjoint regions of the lattice. The MPOs form a representation of the APS group when multiplied along their whole length, as in Eqn. 6, but not at the local tensor level. Therefore, the multiplication of domain walls on regions such as that in Fig. 3b ) cannot be deduced directly from the group multiplication.
Consider applying an APS to adjacent regions R and R as depicted in Fig. 3 . This corresponds to applying domain walls around the two boundaries ∂R and ∂R . For a transversal (on-site) action, the action on the full region R ∪ R , so the domain walls should merge, leaving a single wall around ∂(R ∪ R ). For a non-transversal action, corresponding to a finite depth circuit, acting on R and R separately is not equivalent to acting on R∪R (i.e. Fig. 3a and Fig. 3c are not equal). There are missing gates along the shared boundary.
Applying a transversal (on-site) symmetry to regions R and R (a) corresponds to domain walls at the boundaries ∂R and ∂R (b). If the symmetry is transversal, is the same as applying the symmetry to R ∪ R (c), so the domain walls should merge (d). For a non-transversal symmetry, a nontrivial operator will remain along the merge.
We study this merging effect using the domain wall constructed in Eqn. 18. To determine the difference between Fig. 3b and Fig. 3d , we proceed by applying the inverse of the larger wall (d), followed by the action on the smaller regions (b). If the APS is realized transversally these actions will cancel out, but if the symmetry is merely locality preserving there will be an action along the 'join'. Denoting D † by a blue line and D by a red line, the action on the PEPS is
Recall that our notation only indicates virtual indices, with a tensor at each vertex. The colors in the PEPS diagram of Eqn. 22 are included for comparison with the lattice diagram in Fig. 4 as described below. The presence of a nontrivial operation along the line where the MPOs were merged indicates the symmetry is not transversal. The end points of this line correspond to lattice dislocations as shown in Fig. 4a . The state (22) is the ground state of the toric code defined on this lattice. By performing unitary gates and adding/removing ancilla qubits along the defect line, the lattice geometry can be restored. We remark that this line has no effect on   FIG. 4 . When merging two domain walls, the lattice geometry is altered along the wall. This is because the symmetry does not act transversally. Along the interface, a lattice translation is implemented. The colors correspond to those in the tensor network of Eqn. 22.
the anyons, and so corresponds to a topologically trivial symmetry.
In this section, we have identified the behavior of MPO domain walls corresponding to symmetry action on adjacent regions of the toric code. From this we observed that the physical APS action is not transversal (on-site), rather the merging of walls leads to a lattice dislocation.
Symmetry action on excited states
The domain wall constructed in Eqn. 18 corresponds to the action of the symmetry on the vacuum. We want to understand how to transform other low energy states, namely those with anyons inserted. This will allow us to propagate the domain wall across the lattice. From a quantum computing perspective, this will allow us to understand the action of fault-tolerant logic gates on states with local errors. Since the APS action permutes the set of anyons, we expect the anyons in the interior of the domain to be transformed appropriately.
If there is an anyon within the region to which the APS is applied, as in Fig. 5a , there is an obstruction to placing the wall around the boundary. One can use the relation
to deform the wall so as to avoid the excitation as shown in Fig. 5 , leaving the interior in the vacuum. We remark that the meeting of red and blue lines corresponds to an identity tensor. The anyon string can now be commuted through the domain wall, leaving the transformed state in the interior.
C. Symmetry defects and twists
So far, we have discussed closed domain walls, corresponding to applying the APS to some region of the lattice. Given a symmetry, one can also consider inserting a defect line, which corresponds to allowing the domain wall to have open boundaries. Anyons crossing this line are transformed as usual, however we allow the line to terminate. We call this termination point a twist 9,30-32 , and it corresponds to a generalized topological charge 12, 13, 31 . The domain wall operator can be used to insert an APS defect into the PEPS .
Since the MPO has a nontrivial bond dimension, merely inserting an open MPO into the PEPS would introduce additional physical (uncontracted) degrees of freedom. To retain the original spin lattice, appropriate boundary conditions for the MPO need to be chosen. We can do this by considering the following process 30 . Create a pair of e particles and move one of them around the end point. If we move it around once, the particle crosses the defect line once and becomes an m. Braiding it a second time recovers an e, which can be fused with the other particle .
Following Ref. [30] , we define a generalized charge as a twist that is invariant under this process. For the toric code, Eqn. 26, reduces to
The ends should therefore be chosen to be eigenstates of XZ. We will refer to the twist with v = | ± i) as the end vector as σ ± for consistency with Ref. [30] . Choosing other end points corresponds to a superposition of σ + and σ − . We will now explore the topological properties of the twist defects resulting from this construction.
Fusion
We can use the twist MPOs to compute the enriched fusion rules. The situation is more complicated when two twists are fused. Following the discussion of domain wall mergers in Section II B 1, we consider fusing a twist at the end of a D line with one that terminates a D † wall. If one instead attempted to fuse a pair of D, there would be some topologically trivial transformation (corresponding to a lattice translation) which may conceal the nontrivial action. The result is
The notation here identifies left (right) virtual indices to row (column) indices of the matrix and up (down) physical indices (black) correspond to operator indices of matrix entries. Therefore, fusing σ ± with σ ± leaves a superposition of: a string of 1 terminated at the location of the tensor marked a ± by a 1 (i.e. vacuum), and a string of Z terminated by ZX (i.e. an m and e at the same place, so therefore an em particle). The fusion of σ ± with σ ∓ gives a superposition of: a string of 1 terminated by an X (an e), and a string of Z terminated by a Z (an m). The full set of fusion rules (neglecting phases) of the defects are therefore
These rules are consistent with the known rules for this enriched model 30 . This shows that the MPO construction gives an explicit realization of these defects.
Hamiltonian terms for twists
Using the domain wall/twist MPOs, one can construct Hamiltonians whose ground states correspond to the PEPS with twists inserted. One such set of Hamiltonian terms is
where the final two terms correspond to the location of a twist of type σ ± . By contracting these terms against the PEPS tensors, one can check that the PEPS is a +1 eigenstate of each. Since these terms are commuting stabilizers, the PEPS is the ground state of H = − h∈S h. We remark that this Hamiltonian was constructed without needing knowledge of the physical action of the APS on the underlying spin model, only the action on the anyon theory. Since the ground states of the toric code with twist defects gives increased functionality for quantum computation compared with the bare model 9 , it is important to know how to prepare such states. The parent Hamiltonian construction for PEPS 25, 47 may provide
The color code is defined on a three-colorable lattice. In this work, we consider the 4.8.8 lattice for simplicity. Qubits are located on the vertices. By applying a unitary transformation to each green square of qubits, the color code can be decoupled into a pair of toric codes (located on the dashed lattice) and a pair of local qubits. The PEPS tensors end up centered on the plaquettes indicated by '×'.
a way to find such Hamiltonians away from fixed point models, where the physical APS action may be complicated.
III. COLOR CODE
As a second illustrative example, we now construct the domain wall MPOs for a model with a richer APS group than that of the toric code: the color code or Z 2 × Z 2 quantum double. This phase is particularly interesting from a quantum computing viewpoint, since the APS group is sufficiently rich that the full logical Clifford group can be implemented. This is the largest group of gates that can be fault-tolerantly implemented on a 2D qubit stabilizer or subsystem code 40, 48 . The color code is locally equivalent to two copies of the toric code 39, 41 . We will make extensive use of this equivalence. The color code phase therefore has 16 abelian anyons, referred to as e T , e B , m T , m B and their fusion products. The anyons labeled T (top) and those labeled B (bottom) independently generate two copies of the toric code particles. The T matrix of the theory is defined by T eimj = −δ i,j , where e i m j := e i × m j and δ i,j = 1 if i = j. The S matrix is defined by S ei,mj = −δ i,j /4. Unlike the toric code, the symmetry group of this theory is nonabelian, and has 72 elements. We will discuss the APS in detail in Section. III A.
A stabilizer Hamiltonian that realizes the two dimensional color code can be defined on any three-colorable, three-valent lattice. In particular, we specify to the 4.8.8 lattice (Fig. 6 ) for simplicity. The Hamiltonian defining the code is
whereP p indicates the tensor product of P acting on all spins in plaquette p.
On the lattice, the equivalence to two copies of the toric code can be seen by acting with a local unitary circuit. This circuit acts independently on each green (square) plaquette. It is convenient to number the qubits 
where the dotted lines correspond to those in Fig. 6 . The circuit then acts as
with the leftmost gate being applied first. In this transformed code, the 'L' qubits are fully localized, with the ground state being |0 ⊗N , so can be discarded. On the remaining spins, the Hamiltonian corresponds to two independent toric codes, one defined on the 'top' T qubits and the other on the 'bottom' B spins. As mentioned above, the color code is interesting despite this equivalence as the full Clifford group can be implemented transversally.
At all (green) plaquettes, the output qubits are labelled
Following this transformation, the stabilizers of the color code becomē
where the new code is defined on the dotted lattice in Fig. 6 with four spins per edge. The PEPS tensor for this code is simply two copies of that in Eqn. 10
To construct the full PEPS tensor for the color code, the discarded L qubits need to be inserted and the (inverse of) the circuit Eqn. 41 applied.
A. Excitations, anyon-permuting symmetries and domain wall operators
We now introduce a generating set of APS transformations for the color code anyons 18 , and then construct domain wall MPOs implementing the appropriate transformation. The color code supports four anyons and their fusion products. Generating anyons correspond to violating either a Z or X type plaquette of color red or blue. We will refer to these particles using these labels, for example the anyon corresponding to a violation of a red Z type stabilizer will be labelled r z , whilst b x will refer to a violation of a blue X type plaquette. The green particles can be seen as a fusion of these, for example g z = r z × b z . We can use the circuit (41) to find the toric code anyons corresponding to those in the color code
The permuting symmetries of these particles correspond to permutations of Pauli labels and exchanging Pauli labels and colors. Following the notation of Ref. [18] , we label the symmetry elements as W i . The APS group is generated by the 3-cycle z → x → xz
Color code Toric codes
the 2-cycle x ↔ z W 2 :
and the Pauli/color exchanging transformation r ↔ x, b ↔ z W 5 :
We have already seen that the toric code supports an e ↔ m APS. The color code therefore supports this symmetry too. Applying this duality to the bottom toric code corresponds to W 5 . The transformation W 2 corresponds to swapping the two toric codes. The operator W 1 corresponds to a transversal controlled X gate from the top toric code to the bottom, followed by a swap. It will be more convenient to work with the generators {W 1 = W 2 W 1 , W 2 , W 5 }.
Domain wall operators
It is very straightforward to construct domain wall MPOs for the color code PEPS. The wall corresponding to W 5 is simply the one constructed in Eqn. 18 on the second toric code, with identity on the first. The wall operator forW 1 is a controlled X operator on each doubled bond, controlled on the top toric code. Finally, the wall for W 2 is a swap gate applied to each doubled bond.W the virtual symmetry identifying the topological phase is
which commutes with the circuit Eqn. 58. We therefore see that the SPT nature of this domain wall is protected by the virtual symmetry present throughout the phase, rather than being associated with any property of the stabilizer code. A similar analysis could be performed for other walls, for example W 2W1 W 2 . In this case, we would also identify the wall as having an SPT property since the MPO is as in Eqn. 52, but with the control and target qubits exchanged. We believe that this framework of virtual MPOs provides a promising avenue to understanding the origin and nature of this SPT.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the interplay between topological order and anyon-permuting symmetries in projected entangled pair states. By finding anyon-permuting domain walls, in the form of matrix product operators, we have realized the full APS in two models of interest.
Using these MPOs, we have shown how to introduce APS defects (twists) into the PEPS by finding appropriate boundary conditions for the MPO. This allows the defect fusion rules to be obtained directly on the PEPS, as discussed in Section II C 1. Further, Hamiltonians that realize the PEPS with twist insertions can easily be constructed.
The most obvious extension of this work is to the more general class of MPO-injective PEPS 28, 29, 51 . This class realizes all known non-chiral topological orders, by using virtual MPO symmetries in place of the virtual group symmetry in Eqn. 8. The examples we have discussed generalize straightforwardly to that framework, but a general condition for permuting anyons is unclear. In particular, we do not know how to formulate a local rule for finding an MPO tensor such that the full MPO performs the appropriate permutation of anyon sectors.
This work aimed to construct domain wall operators without otherwise altering the PEPS. In particular, we did not require that the APS acts in a transversal manner. Using a generalization of the string-net PEPS tensors 28, 29 , one can construct states and MPO domain walls for symmetry enriched topological orders with an transversal symmetry action 52 . Ref. [52] requires that the symmetry action can be made transversal. As a result of our work, we conjecture that the restriction to transversal APS is not required.
It would be interesting to deform the PEPS away from the fixed point and observe the effect on the domain wall operators. In particular, we expect the SPT discussed in Section III C to be a property of the topological phase. It would be interesting to investigate the breakdown at the phase transition to a trivial phase.
One of the primary uses of PEPS is as a variational class for numerical optimization. The identification of domain wall MPOs in numerically obtained tensors would provide a way to identify the logical gates in models away from the fixed point. One would first need to obtain the MPOs that create anyons on the PEPS, possibly using a generalization of the algorithm introduced in Ref. [36] . Given these anyon MPOs, one could attempt to find symmetry MPOs that permute them appropriately. We leave the design of such an algorithm to future work.
The Hamiltonians in Eqns. 38, 54-56 and Appendix A did not make use of the parent Hamiltonian 25,47 construction. It may be possible to extend the proofs of gapped parents to the case of PEPS with MPO twist insertions, which would allow construction of gapped Hamiltonians for states with twist defects away from fixed point models.
In this paper, we have focused on the simplest topologically ordered models: the toric and color codes. The general approach is not limited to these models, and we see no obstruction to generalizing general quantum double models. In Appendix B, we construct domain walls for some of the symmetries of the cyclic quantum doubles. The extension to all abelian phases follows by stacking layers, in the same way that the color code is built from stacked toric codes. The extension to general groups is extremely interesting.
